
Digital Transformation

1
Define “What it is” and “What it is not” - for your organization.
There are many different definitions of digital transformation. Align on a common definition of digital 
transformation for your organization – typically we recommend a definition focused on better serving the 
customer digitally and at scale.  Avoid an eclectic definition created by new technologies and random acts of 
digital enablement.

2
Be Clear About What Your Customers Want.
Your customers may or may not want increased digitization. Sending 3D models to a factory partner who is only 
capable of working in 2D is digital disruption of the worst kind. Ask your organization how digital transformation 
can improve their ability to serve their customers and ask your customers (internal and external) how digital 
transformation can enhance their experience.

3
Think Big, Start Small, Scale Quickly.
Review all your processes but begin with a pilot of an end-to-end, and preferably customer facing process. Test 
your definition of digital transformation and your understanding of customer benefits. A major benefit of digital 
transformation is that digital  processes can scale quickly and infinitely, once your pilot is successful, scale 
quickly.

4 Focus on End-to-End Processes
End-to-end and particularly customer facing processes, are ideal candidates for digital transformation. Digital 
transformation is much more than digitizing a currently analog process. Seek to fully integrate into your 
customers business model or experience.

5
All About Scale
The real benefits of digital transformation are in its ability to provide scale, increased scope (by connecting to 
other processes), accuracy and sophistication and enhanced learning and integration to processes across your 
entire organization. Digitization of a currently analog process may provide some incremental benefit but seek to 
gain benefits in all these categories as part of your digital transformation.

6
Data, Analytics and AI Capabilities are Key
Digital transformation starts and ends with data. Digitally transformed processes are data super-spreaders with 
the data they produce being an inherent decision-making foundation. Leverage the data from the digitally 
transformed processes with enhanced analytics, AI and ML if possible. “Datafication” leads to insights and 
insights drive organizational efficiency and enhanced customer experiences.

7
More Than A “One & Done” Technology Project
A digital transformation is a cultural, organizational and technology shift – alignment, enablement and 
commitment is key. Business leadership is essential. Avoid a technology lead digital transformation. The 
continuous learning afforded by a digital transformation means it is never truly “done” and certainly not a “tech 
project”.
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Who We Are

To see additional publications and learn 
more about us, please visit our website 
at: www.michaelskenny.com.

Also, follow us on:

Contact Information

Silicon Valley
1710 South Amphlett Blvd.
Suite 302
San Mateo, CA 94402

Portland
707 SW Washington St.
Suite 925
Portland, OR 97205

For inquiries: info@michaelskenny.com

Kenny & Company is a management consulting firm offering Strategy, Operations, and 
Technology services to our clients.

Partner Led
Our Partners are personally committed to our clients and lead every 
engagement.

Experience, Perspective and Passion
We average over 20 years in professional services and bring tailored 
approaches to every client engagement.

Focused, Collaborative, High-Impact
We work side-by-side with our clients in highly focused teams to solve 
complex business problems.

Client First
Our highest priority is our client’s professional and personal success. We 
believe clients should expect more.

Guarantee Our Work
We guarantee our clients complete satisfaction every engagement every 
time.


